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Abstract: We study the conformal properties of pseudo-scalar (parity-odd) operators
in four-dimensional field theory. Such operators include the topological term in a gauge
theory and the Yukawa coupling. We show that a single operator of this type cannot be a
conformal primary on its own. This is only possible for certain mixtures of pseudo-scalar
operators like the chiral Lagrangian of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. We examine the
detailed mechanism of conformal symmetry breakdown and derive an anomalous conformal
Ward identity. We explore a possible link between this conformal anomaly and the axial
anomaly.
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1 Introduction
Conformal symmetry is a powerful constraint on the dynamics of quantum field theories.
The theories with exact conformal symmetry have a vanishing beta function, e.g., N = 4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM). Conformal symmetry also has numerous appli-
cations in QCD, at leading order where the symmetry is unbroken, and beyond (see [1] for
a review).
A key concept in conformal symmetry is that of a conformal primary operator O(x)
satisfying the defining condition KµO(0) = 0, where Kµ is the generator of special confor-
mal transformations. The correlation functions of such operators are severely constrained
by conformal invariance and by the requirement of crossing symmetry (the so-called ‘boot-
strap’, see [2] for a review). In a four-dimensional field theory the operators are classified
according to their parity properties into proper (parity-even) and pseudo (parity-odd)
scalars, vectors, tensors, etc. In this note we study the conformal properties of pseudo-
scalar operators. We show that a single operator of this type cannot be a conformal
primary on its own, because of a specific conformal anomaly. This is only possible for cer-
tain anomaly-free mixtures of such operators, such as the Lagrangian of the N = 4 SYM
theory. We also make contact between this new conformal anomaly and the well-known
axial anomaly in non-supersymmetric theories.
The best known example of a pseudo-scalar operator is the topological term Θ =
1
2ǫµνλρtr(F
µνF λρ) ≡ FF˜ built from the curvature Fµν of a gauge theory, such as massless
– 1 –
QCD/QED. Even though such theories have a non-vanishing beta function and hence
broken conformal invariance, this effect will only show up at two loops (order ∼ g4 in the
coupling). At one loop (order ∼ g2) the operator Θ may need renormalization (in the non-
Abelian case) and may acquire an anomalous dimension. Yet, this is not in conflict with
the renormalized operator being a conformal primary. What really makes this impossible
is the parity-odd nature of the operator. Here is a simple argument explaining the point.
If an operator is a conformal primary (in a theory with a vanishing beta function),
its correlation functions with other conformal operators should be conformally covariant.
Examples of well behaved conformal operators are the conserved currents, e.g., electromag-
netic current, energy-momentum tensor, etc. They are protected form renormalization and
keep their canonical dimension. So, let us consider the three-point correlator
〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2)Θ(x3)〉 = ǫµνλρxλ12xρ13 F (x2ij) , (1.1)
where Vµ(x) = tr(Ψ¯γµΨ) is an electromagnetic current and xij = xi − xj. The expression
on the right-hand side reflects Poincare´ invariance as well as the parity property of the
correlator. Indeed, Θ being parity-odd and V being a proper vector (parity-even), the
whole objects must be a pseudo-tensor of rank two, hence the presence of the Levi-Civita
tensor. The further properties of the correlator, such as conservation at points 1 and 2
and its scaling dimension, have not yet been implemented in (1.1). For the purpose of our
argument, we are only interested in its conformal covariance. If this object were conformal,
we could choose the conformal frame x2 = 0 and x3 =∞ (after compensating the conformal
weight at point 3 by an appropriate factor). Then we would be left with the single vector
xµ1 , so the expression (1.1) would vanish. Furthermore, if a conformal correlation function
vanishes in a particular conformal frame, it vanishes in any frame. We conclude that the
only way for the correlator (1.1) to be conformal is to vanish identically.
Now, it is easy to see that in a theory with a gauge field and fermion matter, such
as massless QED or QCD, the one-loop (order ∼ g2) three-point function (1.1) does not
vanish (see Section 2.4 for a detailed calculation). This implies that the operator Θ is not
a conformal primary. We could try to repair this ‘defect’ by allowing Θ to mix with some
other operators with the same properties (pseudo-scalar of dimension 4). In QED/QCD
there is such an operator, the divergence of the axial current Aµ = tr(Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ). The two
operators do indeed mix but only starting at two-loop level [3]. The situation improves
in theories with fermion and scalar matter, such as N = 4 SYM. The latter theory has
a vanishing beta function, so it makes sense to consider conformal primary operators at
any perturbative level. In this case there exists another operator of the same type, the
pseudo-scalar Yukawa coupling Y = tr(φΨ¯γ5Ψ) where φ is the scalar matter field. As we
show in Section 5, a particular combination Θ + gY is indeed a well-defined conformal
primary.
We can ask the question: What is the reason why the operator Θ cannot be a conformal
primary? As noted earlier, at the lowest perturbative level this cannot be the breakdown of
conformal invariance due to the beta function, nor an ultraviolet renormalization artifact.
It turns out that the operator has a hidden singularity when inserted into a fermion prop-
agator. The singularity becomes visible only if we make a conformal transformation of the
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Feynman diagram, and it has the effect of producing an anomalous conformal Ward iden-
tity. This somewhat subtle mechanism is analyzed in detail in Section 3. Such an anomaly
is not limited to the three-point function (1.1), it is present in the correlator of Θ with any
number of vector currents. In contrast, the anomaly does not occur for the parity-even
scalar operator L = −12tr(FµνFµν), which is the gauge field Lagrangian. The distinction
between the scalar and pseudo-scalar operators is best seen using two-component spinor
(chiral) notation (see Appendix A).1 In it the chiral Lagrangian L = −12tr(FαβFαβ) is
complex, and its complex conjugate L¯ = −12tr(F˜ α˙β˙F˜α˙β˙) is the anti-chiral Lagrangian. The
real and imaginary parts
L = 1
2
(L+ L¯) , Θ =
1
i
(L− L¯) (1.2)
are the standard Yang-Mills Lagrangian and the topological term, respectively. The confor-
mal anomaly occurs when inserting the chiral Lagrangian (or its anti-chiral conjugate) in a
fermion line but it cancels if the real part is inserted (see Section 3). In a theory with scalar
matter, such as N = 4 SYM, the insertion of the chiral Yukawa coupling Y = tr(φψαψα)
generates a similar anomaly, so that the chiral combination L+ gY is anomaly free. This
combination (completed with the real φ4 term) happens to be the chiral on-shell Lagrangian
of the N = 4 SYM theory, a component of the energy-momentum tensor supermultiplet.
Finally, in Section 6 we comment on a possible link between our conformal anomaly and
the well-known axial anomaly. The axial current Aµ is not conserved at loop level, therefore
it acquires an anomalous dimension. The divergence ∂µAµ of a vector of non-canonical
dimension is a conformal descendant, not a conformal primary. Since this divergence is
related to the topological term Θ by the Adler-Bardeen theorem, the latter cannot be a
conformal primary either.
2 Born-level correlator of two vector currents and the topological term
In this Section we calculate a three-point correlation function of gauge-invariant composite
operators in the Born approximation (the lowest perturbative order) and find that it is not
conformal despite of the classical conformal invariance of the underlying theory and of the
composite operators. Our argument is valid for any 4D massless gauge theory involving
fermions (e.g. massless QED, QCD, or super-Yang-Mills theory); non-abelian effects do
not appear at this perturbative level. Only the following part of the Lagrangian is relevant
in our Feynman graph calculations,
LQCD = −1
2
trFµνF
µν +
i
2
Ψ¯γµ
↔
DµΨ , (2.1)
whereDµ = ∂µ−igAµ is the covariant derivative with SU(Nc) gauge connection Aµ = AaµTa
and Fµν =
i
g [Dµ,Dν ] is the field-strength tensor. The color generators are normalized as
tr(TaTb) =
1
2δab. The Dirac spinor Ψi and its conjugate Ψ¯
i are in the (anti)-fundamental
1Whenever a regularization is needed, we use a version of the dimensional reduction scheme [4, 5] in
which the chiral notation is justified.
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Θ(x3) J(x2)J(x1)
x0
x0′
x3
x2x1
x0 x0′
x3
x2x1
x0 x0′
Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the Born-level correlator 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)Θ(x3)〉g2 .
representation of SU(Nc), i.e. Ψ¯
i(Ta)i
jΨj . The Lagrangian is invariant under confor-
mal transformations classically; the UV renormalization of the fields and of the coupling
constant do not appear at this perturbative level.
In view of the global U(1)×U(1) invariance of the Lagrangian (2.1) the electromagnetic
vector Vµ = tr Ψ¯γµΨ and axial vector Aµ = tr Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ currents are classically conserved.
The vector current Vµ does not require infinite UV renormalizations and it is conserved at
the quantum level as well. The conservation of the axial current at the quantum level is
spoiled by the Adler-Bardeen anomaly which is one-loop exact.
Let us also introduce the dual field strength tensor F˜µν =
1
2ǫµνρλF
ρλ and consider the
following pseudo-scalar gauge-invariant operator
Θ = trFµν F˜
µν , (2.2)
which is the well-know topological term, the divergence of a the gauge non-invariant Chern-
Simons term.
The currents Vµ and the pseudo-scalar Θ are classically conformally covariant oper-
ators. Let us consider their three-point correlation function in the lowest perturbative
approximation
G(odd)µν (x1, x2, x3) = 〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2)Θ(x3)〉Born . (2.3)
The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. In this case the lowest perturbative
order is O(g2). Despite of the fact that the diagrams involve space-time integration vertices
(x0 and x0′) their sum turns out to be a rational function.
2
2.1 Chiral and anti-chiral Lagrangian insertions
In the following we prefer to use two-component Lorentz spinor index notations, see App. A.
We decompose the Dirac fermion in a pair of Weyl fermions χ and ψ,
Ψ = (χα , ψ¯
α˙) , Ψ¯ = (ψα , χ¯α˙) . (2.4)
The vector and axial vector currents are independent linear combinations of two Majorana
currents,
Vµ = ψ
ασµαα˙ψ¯
α˙ − χασµαα˙χ¯α˙ = Ψ¯γµΨ , (2.5)
Aµ = ψ
ασµαα˙ψ¯
α˙ + χασµαα˙χ¯
α˙ = iΨ¯γµγ5Ψ . (2.6)
2Using the amplitude terminology we could say that the correlator is zero at the tree-level O(g0), and
its perturbative expansion starts at one-loop O(g2).
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With a single Majorana spinor Ψ∗ = Ψ or equivalently χ = ψ, only the axial vector
combination (2.6) is possible. For the purpose of the Feynman graph calculations in this
section we use just the real current Jαα˙ ≡ σµαα˙Jµ = ψαψ¯α˙ made of a single Majorana
spinor (ψ, ψ¯); adding or subtracting the contribution of the other Majorana spinor (χ, χ¯)
is straightforward.
We also split the real field strength tensor Fµν into its chiral (or self-dual) Fαβ = Fβα
and anti-chiral (or anti-self-dual) F˜α˙β˙ = F˜β˙α˙ components
Fµν σ
µ
αα˙σ
ν
ββ˙
= ǫαβF˜α˙β˙ + ǫα˙β˙Fαβ , (2.7)
F˜µν σ
µ
αα˙σ
ν
ββ˙
= −iǫαβF˜α˙β˙ + iǫα˙β˙Fαβ , (2.8)
which are related by complex conjugation [Fαβ ]
∗ = F˜α˙β˙. Then both the Yang-Mills part of
the Lagrangian (2.1) and the pseudo-scalar Fµν F˜µν split into chiral and anti-chiral pieces,
FµνF
µν =
1
2
(
FαβF
αβ + F˜α˙β˙F˜
α˙β˙
)
, (2.9)
Fµν F˜
µν =
i
2
(
FαβF
αβ − F˜α˙β˙F˜ α˙β˙
)
, (2.10)
related by complex conjugation. Thus, it is natural to introduce the chiral and anti-chiral
forms of the YM Lagrangian
L = −1
2
tr(Fαβ)
2 , L¯ = −1
2
tr(Fα˙β˙)
2 , (2.11)
along with the real YM Lagrangian
L = −1
2
trFµνF
µν . (2.12)
The chiral, anti-chiral and real Lagrangians differ by total derivatives, so they produce the
same action SYM =
∫
d4xL = ∫ d4xL = ∫ d4xL¯. We see that the imaginary part of the
correlator with the chiral Lagrangian insertion
G(chir)µν (x1, x2, x3) = 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)L(x3)〉Born (2.13)
yields the correlator (2.3) involving the pseudo-scalar (or parity odd) topological term Θ,
G(chir)µν −
[
G(chir)µν
]∗
= iG(odd)µν . (2.14)
Thus, it will be enough to evaluate the complex correlator (2.13). The Lagrangian insertions
method is a powerful tool for generating multi-loop integrands of correlation functions in
supersymmetric theories [6–9] and in massless QCD [10]. Let us note that by taking the
real part of (2.13) we find the real YM Lagrangian insertion (2.12) in the correlator of two
currents,
1
2
(
G(chir)µν +
[
G(chir)µν
]∗)
= 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)L(x3)〉Born ≡ G(even)µν (x1, x2, x3) . (2.15)
Now we turn to the calculation of the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 but with the chiral
operator L at point x3. Even at the lowest perturbative level we have to carry out nontrivial
space-time integrations.
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ψα(x1) ψ¯α˙(x2)
F(βγ)(x3)
x0
ψα(x1) ψ¯α˙(x2)
trF 2(x3)
x0 x0′
Figure 2: Building blocks of the correlator Feynman diagrams.
2.2 Factorizable diagram: T-block × T-block
The leftmost diagram in Fig. 1 factorizes in a product of two T-blocks depicted on the
lhs of Fig. 2. The T-block depends on three external points and involves one space-time
integration vertex (here (βγ) denotes weighted symmetrization),
〈ψα(x1)ψ¯α˙(x2)F aβγ(x3)〉g =
2ig T a
(2π)6
∫
d4x0 ∂αδ˙
1
x210
∂(βα˙
1
x220
∂ δ˙γ)
1
x230
=
4g T a
(2π)4
{
(x12)αα˙
x412
(x31x˜32)(βγ)
x213x
2
23
+
(x12x˜23)α(β(x32)γ)α˙
x212x
2
13x
4
23
}
. (2.16)
The rationality of the T-block (2.16) follows from the ‘star-triangle’ identity
(∂1)αα˙(∂2)
α˙β
∫
d4x0
x210x
2
20x
2
30
= 4π2i
(x13x˜32)α
β
x212x
2
13x
2
23
, (2.17)
which is a consequence of the conformal covariance of this three-point integral (a Yukawa
vertex).
2.3 Chiral insertion into the fermion propagator
The remaining two Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 involve a genuine two-loop Feynman inte-
gral depicted on the rhs of Fig. 2. It can be interpreted as the insertion of the chiral YM
Lagrangian L(x3) in the fermion propagator 〈ψ(x1)ψ¯(x2)〉,
Παα˙(x1, x2, x3) ≡ 〈ψα(x1)ψ¯α˙(x2) tr (F 2βγ)(x3)〉g2
= −4ig
2CF
(2π)10
∫
d4x0d
4x0′ ∂αβ˙
1
x210
∂(βα˙
1
x220′
∂γ)γ˙
1
x230′
∂γ˙(γ
1
x200′
∂β˙β)
1
x230
. (2.18)
We carry out one of the integrations, e.g. at point x0′ , in four dimensions by means of the
star-triangle identity (2.17). Then after simplifying the resulting integrand we arrive at
Παα˙(x1, x2, x3) =
g2CF
(2π)8
(∂1)αβ˙(∂2)βα˙
[
−3∂β˙β3
∫
dDx0
x210x
2
20x
4
30
+
(x23)γγ˙
2x223
(
∂γ˙β3 ∂
β˙γ
3 + ∂
γ˙γ
3 ∂
β˙β
3
)∫ dDx0
x210x
2
20x
2
30
]
(2.19)
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where we temporarily introduced dimensional regularization withD = 4−2ǫ. We expect the
regular part of the Feynman integral (2.18) to be finite (see below). Keeping D = 4, in the
first term we can write ∂3 = −(∂1 + ∂2) and (∂1)αβ˙(∂2)βα˙(∂3)β˙β = −1(∂2)αα˙ −2(∂1)αα˙.
Taking into account that 1
1
x2
10
= 4iπ2δ(4)(x10) we lift the integration by these delta
functions. The second integral in (2.19) is done again by the star-triangle identity (2.17)
with respect to points 1 and 3. Thus, the two space-time integrations in (2.19) result in
rational functions and we obtain
Παα˙(x1, x2, x3) = −4ig
2CF
(2π)6
1
x413x
4
23
{
(x23)αα˙ +
(x12)αα˙
2x412
[−x413 − x423 + 2x213x223 + 4x212x213]} .
(2.20)
We note that by hitting the Feynman integral (2.18) with the Dirac operator ∂β˙α1 , we lift
the space-time integration at one of the interaction vertices and the remaining space-time
integration is again reduced to the star-triangle identity (2.17). Thus we derive a differential
equation of the form ∂α˙α1 Παα˙ = ‘known rational function’. One can easily check that (2.20)
satisfies this DE. An analogous DE with respect to x2 is satisfied as well.
The regular part of (2.18) is free from UV divergences, but they appear in the form of
contact terms omitted in (2.20). Indeed, the only possible source of divergences in (2.19)
is the integration region x0 ∼ x3 in the first term. In order to extract the ǫ-pole of the
diagram, we expand the singular D−dimensional distribution
1
x4
→ iπ
2
ǫ
δ(4)(x) +O(ǫ0) (2.21)
with x = x30 in eq. (2.19), and find
Παα˙(x1, x2, x3) =
3g2CF
2(2π)4
1
ǫ
(−δ(x13) + δ(x23)) (x12)αα˙
x412
+O(ǫ0) . (2.22)
Concluding this subsection we mention that the integration over the insertion point x3
gives the one-loop correction to the fermion propagator:
lim
ǫ→0
∫
dDx3Παα˙(x1, x2, x3) = −3g
2CF
(2π)4
(x12)αα˙
x412
. (2.23)
Note that the poles in the contact terms (2.22) cancel out and the correction is finite.
This result differs from the familiar infinite propagator correction in the Feynman gauge
or vanishing correction in the Landau gauge (see, e.g., [11]). The explanation is that this
quantity is not only gauge but also scheme dependent; our Lagrangian insertion procedure
constitutess a different scheme.
2.4 Born-level three-point correlator
Using the expressions for the building blocks (2.16) and (2.20) of the Feynman diagrams in
Fig. 1, we find the Born-level correlator (2.13) of two currents and the chiral YM Lagrangian
– 7 –
L (2.11),
G
(chir)
αα˙ββ˙
(x1, x2, x3) = −4g
2CF
(2π)8
[
(x12)αβ˙(x21)βα˙
x412x
4
13x
4
23
+
2(x13x˜32)αβ(x˜13x32)α˙β˙
x212x
6
13x
6
23
+
3ǫαβ(x˜13x32)α˙β˙
x412x
4
13x
4
23
+
3ǫα˙β˙(x13x˜32)αβ
x412x
4
13x
4
23
]
. (2.24)
One can easily check that the correlator satisfies current conservation at points x1 and x2.
The Lorentz spinor notation makes it obvious that the first line in (2.24) is real and
conformally covariant, whereas the second line is imaginary and it breaks the conformal
symmetry, see (A.5), (A.7).3 According to eq. (2.14) the latter corresponds to the correlator
with the pseudo-scalar insertion Θ (2.3),4
G(odd)µν (x1, x2, x3) ≡ 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)Θ(x3)〉Born = −
24g2CF
(2π)8
ǫµνλρx
λ
13x
ρ
23
x412x
4
13x
4
23
. (2.25)
One can easily see that (2.25) satisfies the current conservation conditions ∂µ1G
(odd)
µν =
∂ν2G
(odd)
µν = 0 (up to contact terms). It is a finite5 rational function, which is not conformal.
Thus the conformal symmetry is broken already at the lowest perturbative level.
On the contrary, the real part of (2.24) yields the real Lagrangian insertion (2.15)
which is explicitly conformal,
G(even)µν (x1, x2, x3) =
2g2CF
(2π)8
1
x413x
4
23
[
1
x212
Iµν(x12)− 4Zµ(x1|x2, x3)Zν(x2|x1, x3)
]
. (2.26)
Here we employ the familiar conformal tensors (see, e.g., [12, 13])
Iµν(x12) = η
µν − 2x
µ
12x
ν
12
x212
, Zµ(x1|x2, x3) = x
µ
12
x212
− x
µ
13
x213
. (2.27)
3 Anomalous conformal Ward identity
In the previous Section we verified by an explicit Feynman diagram calculation that the
three-point correlator (2.3) involving the pseudo-scalar topological term Θ is not confor-
mal already at the Born level. The interaction vertices, operator vertices and propagators
respect the conformal symmetry, since they originate from the conformal Lagrangian (2.1).
The space-time integrations do not introduce divergences. Thus, we would naively expect
unbroken conformal symmetry at this perturbative level. Now we explore in more details
the mechanism leading to the conformal symmetry breaking and calculate the correspond-
ing anomaly.
The breakdown of conformal symmetry could only come from hidden singularities in
the Feynman integrals. They are revealed when we perform a conformal variation under the
3The two-component Levi-Chivita tensors in the second line are not covariant under conformal inversion.
4Here we are still using the generic notation J for a current made from a single spinor. If specified to
vector or axial currents as in (2.5), (2.6), it is easy to see that the correlator vanishes for the parity-even
combination 〈V AΘ〉 and has the form (2.25) for the parity-odd combinations 〈V VΘ〉 and 〈AAΘ〉.
5Up to contact terms, see (2.22).
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sign of the integral in dimensional regularization with D = 4−2ǫ [1, 14]. More precisely, we
modify only the dimension of the measure but not that of the fields and coupling constant.
Due to the mismatch of the conformal weights of the D-dimensional measure and the
four-dimensional Lagrangian, we find the conformal variation (see (A.9)) of the action
K
λ
∫
dDxLQCD(x) = 2i(D −∆L)
∫
dDxxλ LQCD(x) , (3.1)
where ∆L = 4 is the conformal weight of the Lagrangian (2.1). The variation is of order
O(ǫ). Thus, the conformal variation of a Feynman diagram amounts to inserting ǫxλ in
the interaction vertices and promoting the space-time integrations to D dimensions. If this
modification leads to a UV (i.e., short distance) divergence in the space-time integrals,
i.e. an ǫ-pole, then the variation of the Feynman diagram is of O(ǫ0) as ǫ → 0 and the
conformal symmetry is anomalous. The corresponding anomalous conformal Ward identity
takes the form
K
λ 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)L(x3)〉Born
= 4 lim
ǫ→0
ǫ
∫
dDx0 x
λ
0〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)L(x3)LQCD(x0)〉Born . (3.2)
In order to evaluate the rhs of the Ward identity we inspect the Feynman diagrams in
Fig. 1 and successively insert an extra factor x0 in the interaction vertices. The insertion
of x0 in the T-block integrations (2.16) does not create an ǫ-pole, so we can ignore the first
diagram. However, the insertion of x0 or x
′
0 into the propagator correction type diagrams
in Fig. 1 does create a UV divergence. Thus, only the Feynman integral Παα˙ (2.18) is
responsible for the conformal anomaly. There are two contributions to the conformal
anomaly: (i) insertion of xλ0(σλ)
γ˙γ = xγ˙γ0 in the left interaction vertex in Fig. 2; (ii) insertion
of xγ˙γ0′ in the right interaction vertex in Fig. 2. In the following we ignore the regular part
of the conformal variation, which is guaranteed to cancel in the sum of all diagrams, and
keep only the anomalous part, which contributes to the rhs of (3.2). In order to evaluate
the first anomalous contribution we simplify the fermion propagator correction Παα˙ (2.18)
as in (2.19) and do the insertion of x0 only in the first term in (2.19). The source of the
UV pole is the singular distribution 1/x430 (see (2.21)). We find
[Kγγ˙Παα˙]anom 1 = − limǫ→0 4iǫ (∂1)αβ˙(∂2)βα˙∂
β˙β
3
g2CF
(2π)8
∫
dDx0
−3(x0)γγ˙
x210x
2
20
[
iπ2
ǫ
δ(4)(x30) +O(ǫ0)
]
= −24g
2CF
(2π)6
(x13)αγ˙(x23)γα˙
x413x
4
23
. (3.3)
We recall that without the insertion of (x0)γγ˙ the integral produces the contact term (2.22),
which indicates the hidden singularity.
The second anomaly contribution is obtained by first integrating out the x0 vertex
in (2.18) by means of the star-triangle identity (2.17), and then rewriting the resulting
integral with dimensional regularization (we relabel x0′ to x0):
Παα˙ = −2g
2CF
(2π)8
∫
dDx0
[
3(x10)αβ˙
x213x
2
10
∂βα˙x
−2
20 ∂
β˙βx−430 +
(x13)
β˙(δ
x213
(
∂β)δ˙
(x10)αβ˙
x210
)
∂βα˙x
−2
20 ∂δδ˙x
−4
30
]
.
(3.4)
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One can easily verify that the integral is finite (up to contact terms). Inserting xγ˙γ0 into it
and extracting the ǫ-pole by means of (2.21), we find the second anomaly contribution
[Kγγ˙Παα˙]anom 2 = −
24g2CF
(2π)6
(x13)αγ˙(x23)γα˙
x413x
4
23
. (3.5)
Collecting the anomalous contributions (3.3) and (3.5), we derive the conformal anomaly
of G(chir) written in spinor notation (2.24),
K
γ˙γ (G(chir))αα˙ββ˙ =
24ig2CF
(2π)8
1
x412x
4
13x
4
23
[
xγ˙β32 x
α˙γ
13 x
β˙α
21 + x
γ˙α
31 x
β˙γ
23 x
α˙β
12
]
. (3.6)
We recall that this anomaly originates from the insertion of the chiral Lagrangian (2.13)
into the two-point function of two real vector currents. Repeating the whole procedure with
the anti-chiral Lagrangian, we get the complex conjugat of (3.6). In this way we see that
the anomalies cancel for the real (parity even) Lagrangian insertion (2.15), while they add
up for the imaginary (parity odd) insertion (2.25). Converting (3.6) to the vector notation,
we find the conformal anomaly of (2.25)
Kλ 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)Θ(x3)〉Born = 12ig
2CF
(2π)8
1
x412x
4
13x
4
23
[
(x213 + x
2
23 − x212)ǫµνλρxρ12
+ 2(x13 + x23)λǫµνκτx
κ
13x
τ
23 − 2(x12)µǫνλκτxκ13xτ23 − 2(x12)νǫµλκτxκ13xτ23
]
. (3.7)
We have checked by an explicit calculation that the rhs of (2.25) does indeed verify the
anomalous conformal Ward identity (3.7).
In summary, we have shown that the conformal anomaly is due to hidden singularities
in the Feynman integrals. The integral itself is finite (up to contact terms) but a conformal
transformation changes the balance of powers and causes an UV divergence. Its effect is a
non-vanishing conformal variation.
4 Conformal anomaly of the Yukawa operators
The subtle effect of conformal symmetry breaking by pseudo-scalars operators is not limited
to gauge theories and to the topological term Θ = trFµν F˜
µν . In this Section we show
another, even simpler example of conformal symmetry breaking by the chiral Yukawa
vertex in four dimensions.
Let us consider a massless complex scalars ϕ coupled to a massless (anti)chiral fermion
ψ(ψ¯) described by the real Lagrangian
LYuk = ∂
µϕ¯ ∂µϕ+
i
2
ψα
↔
∂ αα˙ψ¯
α˙ + g ϕψαψα + g ϕ¯ ψ¯α˙ψ¯
α˙ . (4.1)
The Lagrangian is classically conformal. Global U(1) transformations are generated by the
classically conserved current
Jαα˙ = ψαψ¯α˙ − i
2
ϕ∂αα˙ϕ¯+
i
2
ϕ¯ ∂αα˙ϕ , ∂
α˙αJαα˙ = 0 . (4.2)
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ψα(x1) ψ¯α˙(x2)
Y (x3)x0
Figure 3: Insertion of the chiral Y in the fermion propagator.
The Lagrangian comprises chiral and antichiral Yukawa vertices,
Y = g ϕψαψα , Y = g ϕ¯ ψ¯α˙ψ¯
α˙ , (4.3)
which are related by complex conjugation. We can form a real (it appears in the Lagrangian
(4.1)) and an imaginary combinations out of them,
Ŷ ≡ Y + Y , Y˜ ≡ Y − Y = g ϕψαψα − g ϕ¯ ψ¯α˙ψ¯α˙ , (4.4)
which are parity even and odd, respectively.6
Now we consider the three-point correlator of two currents (4.2) and a chiral Yukawa
operator,
〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)Y (x3)〉Born . (4.5)
In the Born approximation it is a rational function of order O(g2). There are several
Feynman diagrams contributing to (4.5). We restrict our attention to the diagrams with
the insertion of Y into the fermion propagator (see Fig. 3). The remaining diagrams
contributing to (4.5) are conformal7 and can be easily evaluated by means of the star-
triangle identity (2.17). We find
Παα˙ ≡ 〈ψα(x1) ψ¯α˙(x2)Y (x3)〉g2
= − 4g
2
(2π)8
∂βα˙x
−2
32
∫
d4x0 x
−2
30 ∂
β˙βx−230 ∂αβ˙x
−2
10 =
4g2
(2π)6
(x23)αα˙
x413x
4
23
, (4.6)
where we used the identity x−230 ∂
β˙βx−230 =
1
2∂
β˙βx−430 and integrated by parts, thus producing
x−210 = 4iπ
2δ(4)(x10). The complex conjugate gives the antichiral insertion Y into the
fermion propagator,
〈ψα(x1) ψ¯α˙(x2)Y (x3)〉g2 = −
4ig2
(2π)6
(x13)αα˙
x413x
4
23
. (4.7)
Combining the two insertions we find that the real one Ŷ is conformal,
〈ψα(x1) ψ¯α˙(x2) Ŷ (x3)〉g2 = −
4ig2
(2π)6
(x12)αα˙
x413x
4
23
, (4.8)
6The parity properties become more transparent if we use a four-component Majorana spinor Ψ = (ψ, ψ¯).
The complex scalar field ϕ = S+iP comprises a scalar S and a pseudo-scalar P . Then the two combinations
in (4.4) become Ŷ = igΨ¯(S − γ5P )Ψ and Y˜ = gΨ¯(P + γ5S)Ψ. Also, the current (4.2) is an axial vector.
7This is in contrast with a gauge theory where the individual Feynman diagrams are gauge dependent
and hence not conformal.
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while the imaginary one Y˜ is not. Thus, the Born-level three-point correlator involving the
parity-even operator Ŷ is conformal,
Kλ 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2) Ŷ (x3)〉Born = 0 , (4.9)
while the correlator 〈JµJν Y˜ 〉 involving the pseudo-scalar Y˜ is not conformal.
The mechanism of conformal symmetry breaking is the same as in the gauge sector in
Section 3: A singular distribution 1/x4 in the integral at the interaction vertex in Fig. 3
causes a pole which results in an anomaly term in the conformal variation. For the chiral
insertion Y , the analog of eq. (3.2) takes the following form
K
λ 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)Y (x3)〉Born =
= 4 lim
ǫ→0
ǫ
∫
dDx0 x
λ
0 〈Jµ(x1)Jν(x2)Y (x3)LYuk(x0)〉Born . (4.10)
Only the propagator correction type diagram contributes to the anomaly. The remaining
diagrams are conformal and can be ignored. Then according to (4.10) the anomalous part
of the conformal variation of Παα˙ (4.6) is given by
[
K
γ˙γ Παα˙
]
anom
=
16ig2
(2π)8
lim
ǫ→0
ǫ
∫
dDx0 x
γ˙γ
0 x
−2
30 ∂
β˙βx−230 ∂αβ˙x
−2
10 ∂βα˙x
−2
32 . (4.11)
In order to extract the pole we proceed as in (4.6) and replace x−430 by its pole part (2.21),[
K
γ˙γ Παα˙
]
anom
=
8ig2
(2π)8
lim
ǫ→0
ǫ
∫
d4x0 ∂
β˙β
[
xγ˙γ0 ∂αβ˙x
−2
10
] iπ2
ǫ
δ(4)(x30) ∂βα˙x
−2
32
= − 16g
2
(2π)6
(x13)
γ˙
α(x32)
γ
α˙
x413x
4
23
, (4.12)
where we omitted the contact term. Then the anomalous conformal Ward identity for the
three-point correlator with the chiral Y takes the following form
K
γ˙γ 〈Jαα˙(x1)Jββ˙(x2)Y (x3)〉Born
=
16ig2
(2π)8
1
x412x
4
13x
4
23
[
xβ˙α21 x
α˙γ
13 x
γ˙β
32 + x
α˙β
12 x
γ˙α
31 x
β˙γ
23
]
. (4.13)
The anomaly of 〈JµJνY 〉 has the opposite sign, so the two anomalies cancel in the real
combination Ŷ and double in the pseudo-scalar combination Y˜ . Remarkably, the expression
for the anomaly (4.13) is identical (up to normalization) with the anomaly in the gauge
sector (3.6).
5 Conformal anomaly cancellation in N = 4 SYM
So far we have observed that the pseudo-scalar operators Θ (2.2) and Y˜ (4.4) from the gauge
and Yukawa sectors, respectively, break the conformal symmetry at the lowest perturbative
level. Now we are going to show that supersymmetry helps to restore conformal symmetry.
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We consider the maximally supersymmetric N = 4 Yang-Mills theory. It comprises:
gauge bosons, pseudo-real scalars φAB =
1
2ǫABCDφ¯
CD in the antisymmetric 6 representa-
tion of the R-symmetry SU(4), (anti)chiral fermions ψAα and ψ¯
α˙
A in the (anti)fundamental
representation of SU(4). All the fields are massless and they transform in the adjoint
representation of the color group SU(Nc). The theory is conformal at the quantum level,
i.e. β(g) = 0 to all orders in the coupling. The gauge-invariant composite operators form
multiplets of supersymmetry. The stress-tensor multiplet is of particular interest, being
a protected half-BPS multiplet. The operators in the multiplet are not renormalized and
keep their canonical dimensions. The multiplet contains all the conserved currents of the
theory, as well as the chiral on-shell Lagrangian
LN=4 = tr
{
−1
2
FαβF
αβ +
√
2gψαA[φAB , ψ
B
α ]−
1
8
g2[φAB , φCD][φAB , φCD]
}
(5.1)
and its anti-chiral conjugate. The real part of LN=4 is a conformal parity-even scalar. Its
imaginary part is a parity-odd scalar including the gauge sector pseudo-scalar Θ (2.2) and
the pseudo-scalar Yukawa term Y˜ (4.4),
ImLN=4 = tr
{
i
4
(
FαβF
αβ − F¯α˙β˙F¯ α˙β˙
)
− ig√
2
ψαA[φAB , ψ
B
α ]−
ig√
2
ψ¯α˙A[φ
AB , ψ¯α˙B ]
}
. (5.2)
Using the equations of motion we can rewrite the Yukawa terms as a total derivative,
ImLN=4
∣∣
EOM
=
i
4
tr
(
FαβF
αβ − F¯α˙β˙F¯ α˙β˙
)
− ∂α˙αtr(ψ¯α˙AψAα ) , (5.3)
therefore the action SN=4 =
∫
d4xLN=4 =
∫
d4x L¯N=4 is real. The fermion term in (5.3)
is the divergence of the U(1) axial current which completes the R-symmetry SU(4) to U(4)
in the free theory. In the interacting theory this U(1) symmetry is broken by the Yukawa
term because the real scalars φ have no U(1) charge.
The main point we would like to make in this section is the cancellation of the conformal
anomalies of Θ and Y˜ in the particular combination that appears in (5.2). The same
applies to the complex chiral Lagrangian (5.1). We conclude that LN=4 is a conformal
primary operator, as expected from a member of the super-conformal multiplet of the
energy-momentum tensor.
6 Axial anomaly and conformal anomaly
In the previous sections we have shown that the topological term Θ is not a conformal
primary operator. This manifests itself in the fact that its correlation functions with other,
conformal operators are not conformal. Here we give an alternative interpretation of this
phenomenon, based on the relationship between Θ and the divergence of an axial current,
the so-called axial anomaly [15–17].
In the two-component spinor notation the vector and axial currents in QED/QCD are
defined in (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. Using the Feynman rules of Section 2, we evaluate
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the mixed correlator of two vector and one axial currents, at Born (i.e., free) level, to be
(see also [12, 13])
〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2)Aλ(x3)〉Born = 1
(2π2)3
Mµνλ
x412x
2
13x
2
23
,
Mµνλ = ǫµ′ν′ρλ I
µ′
µ (x13) I
ν′
ν (x23)Z
ρ(x3|x1, x2) , (6.1)
where the conformal tensors I and Z have been defined in (2.27). In the interacting
theory the vector current is conserved and hence protected, while the axial one seizes to
be conserved due to the axial anomaly. The properly renormalized axial current acquires
anomalous dimension starting at two loops [3]:
γ = −3CF g
4
27π4
+O(g6) . (6.2)
We can predict the following form of the correlator that accounts for the anomalous di-
mension γ(g) of A at the point x3 and also for the beta function:
〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2)Aλ(x3)〉loop = C(g)
(2π2)3
Mµνλ
(x212)
2−γ/2(x213)
1+γ/2(x223)
1+γ/2
+
β(g)
g
∆µνλ , (6.3)
where C(g) = 1 +O(g2).
The form (6.3) seems to contradict the literature [12, 13, 18] where it is claimed that
the only allowed conformal form is (6.1). This assumes that the axial current has canonical
dimension. What we have shown in (6.3) are two ways of deviating from the form (6.1).
The first is possible in a conformal theory with β(g) = 0 but with a non-conserved axial
current due to the axial anomaly. The second term ∆ is the non-conformal correction due
to the non-vanishing beta function.
This three-point function satisfies the vector current conservation,
∂µ1 〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2)Aλ(x3)〉loop = ∂ν2 〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2)Aλ(x3)〉loop = 0 . (6.4)
However, due to the anomalous dimension (6.2), the axial current at point 3 is not conserved
anymore:
〈Vµ(x1)Vν(x2) ∂λx3Aλ(x3)〉loop =
3CF g
4
29π10
ǫµνλρx
λ
13x
ρ
23
x412x
4
13x
4
23
+O(g6) . (6.5)
What about the conformal symmetry breaking term ∆ on the rhs of (6.3)? Without
knowing its explicit form, we can argue that it must be conserved. Indeed, the all-order
mechanism of non-conservation of the axial current [17] relies on the presence of Adler’s
fermion triangle subgraph. This has already been accounted for by the first term on the
rhs of (6.3), so the same subgraph cannot contribute to the term ∆.
Further, the Adler-Bardeen theorem [17] tells us that the axial anomaly takes the form
of an operator relation between the (properly renormalized) divergence of the axial current
and the topological term:
∂λAλ =
g2
8π2
Θ , (6.6)
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where the coefficient is one-loop exact. Substituting this relation in (6.5), we find exact
agreement with our result for the correlator (2.25).
This simple argument not only confirms the well-know Adler-Bardeen relation (6.6)
but also gives us an alternative explanation why the correlator (2.25) cannot be conformal.
Indeed, taking the divergence of a vector of non-canonical dimension in (6.5) is not a
conformal operation, hence the operator Θ cannot be a conformal primary, as we have
shown earlier.
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A Conventions and conformal properties in position space
We use the two-component spinor conventions of [19, 20]. The relations between Lorentz
four-vectors and 2× 2 matrices are defined by
xαα˙ = x
µ(σµ)αα˙ , x˜
α˙α = xµ(σ˜µ)
α˙α = ǫαβǫα˙β˙xββ˙ , (A.1)
with the sigma matrices σµ = (1, ~σ) and σ˜µ = (1,−~σ). To raise and lower two-component
indices we use the Levi-Civita tensors
ǫ12 = −ǫ12 = ǫ1˙2˙ = −ǫ1˙2˙ = 1 , ǫαβǫβγ = δαγ , (A.2)
satisfying the identities
xαα˙y˜
α˙β + yαα˙x˜
α˙β = 2(x · y)δβα , xαα˙x˜α˙β = x2δβα , x2 =
1
2
xαα˙x˜
α˙α . (A.3)
The space-time derivative is defined as ∂αα˙ = σ
µ
αα˙∂µ and has the property
∂αα˙x˜
β˙β = 2δβαδ
β˙
α˙ . (A.4)
Under complex conjugation the Lorentz tensors transform as follows,
[ǫαβ]
∗ = ǫα˙β˙ , [xαα˙]
∗ = xαα˙ ,
[
(xy˜)α
α˙
]∗
= −(x˜y)α˙α . (A.5)
The easiest way to check conformal invariance is to make the discrete operation of
conformal inversion
I[xµ] =
xµ
x2
, I2 = I . (A.6)
In the spinor notation the inversion acts as follows
I[xαβ˙i ] = (x
−1
i )
α˙β , I[xαβ˙ij ] = −(x−1i xijx−1j )α˙β , I[ (xij x˜jk)αβ ] = (x−1i xijx˜jkx˜−1k )α˙β˙ , (A.7)
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where xij ≡ xi − xj . The basic fields in a D = 4 conformal theory transform with specific
conformal weights:
I[φ] = x2φ , I[ψα] = x
2x˜α˙αψα , I[ψ¯
α˙] = −x2xαα˙ψ¯α˙ , I[Fαβ ] = x2x˜α˙αx˜β˙βFαβ , (A.8)
namely (+1) for a scalar φ, (+3/2) for a spinor ψ and (+2) for a field strength. These
weights are chosen so that the free field equations are covariant.
The conformal boost generator Kµ extends the Poincare´ group to the conformal group.
It can be represented as a sequence of an inversion (A.6), an infinitesimal space-time
translation, and another inversion, i.e. Kµ = I Pµ I. It acts on an n-point correlation
function as the following differential operator
Kαα˙ = i
n∑
i=1
[
x2i ∂i,αα˙ − xi,αα˙xi,ββ˙∂β˙βi − 2∆ixi,αα˙ +Ri,αα˙
]
, (A.9)
where the Lorentz rotation part Rαα˙ of the generator acts on the dotted and undotted
spinor indices as follows
[Rαα˙ ψ]β = [Rαα˙]β
γψγ =
[
xβα˙δ
γ
α + ǫβαx
γ
α˙
]
ψγ ,[
Rαα˙ ψ¯
]
β˙
= [Rαα˙]β˙
γ˙ψ¯γ˙ =
[
xαβ˙δ
γ˙
α˙ + ǫβ˙α˙x
γ˙
α
]
ψ¯γ˙ . (A.10)
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